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Spend your time also for simply few minutes to review a publication No Place Like Holmes By Jason
Lethcoe Reviewing a book will never decrease and also waste your time to be useless. Reviewing, for some
individuals come to be a demand that is to do on a daily basis such as investing time for eating. Now, what
regarding you? Do you like to check out an e-book? Now, we will certainly reveal you a brand-new
publication qualified No Place Like Holmes By Jason Lethcoe that could be a new means to discover the
understanding. When reading this publication, you could get one thing to consistently keep in mind in every
reading time, also pointer by action.

About the Author
Jason Lethcoe has worked as a director, animator, and storyboard artist for the past 22 years. He is currently
employed at Sony Pictures Animation. His work has been included in such features as The Little Mermaid
and Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs. He is the recipient of several awards including the Chesley Award
for Best Cover Illustration - Paperback Book for his most recent series,The Mysterious Mr. Spines.
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Pointer in deciding on the most effective book No Place Like Holmes By Jason Lethcoe to read this day
can be gained by reading this web page. You can discover the very best book No Place Like Holmes By
Jason Lethcoe that is offered in this globe. Not just had the books released from this country, but also the
other nations. And currently, we mean you to review No Place Like Holmes By Jason Lethcoe as one of the
reading products. This is just one of the most effective books to gather in this site. Consider the page and
also look guides No Place Like Holmes By Jason Lethcoe You can locate lots of titles of guides given.

As known, many individuals claim that publications are the windows for the globe. It does not suggest that
buying publication No Place Like Holmes By Jason Lethcoe will certainly indicate that you can get this
globe. Simply for joke! Reading a publication No Place Like Holmes By Jason Lethcoe will opened up
someone to believe better, to keep smile, to entertain themselves, and also to encourage the expertise. Every
e-book likewise has their unique to affect the reader. Have you understood why you read this No Place Like
Holmes By Jason Lethcoe for?

Well, still confused of how to obtain this book No Place Like Holmes By Jason Lethcoe below without going
outside? Merely attach your computer or gizmo to the web and also begin downloading No Place Like
Holmes By Jason Lethcoe Where? This web page will certainly show you the web link page to download No
Place Like Holmes By Jason Lethcoe You never ever fret, your preferred e-book will be faster yours now. It
will be a lot easier to appreciate checking out No Place Like Holmes By Jason Lethcoe by on-line or
obtaining the soft documents on your device. It will regardless of who you are and exactly what you are. This
e-book No Place Like Holmes By Jason Lethcoe is created for public and also you are one of them who can
appreciate reading of this book No Place Like Holmes By Jason Lethcoe
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“Think Treasure Island’s Jim Hawkins and Encyclopedia Brown rolled into one adventurous, ingenious,
God-fearing lad, and you get the idea. Fun, suspenseful, and unpredictable, the No Place Like Holmes books
are fantastic reads, and author Jason Lethcoe is a fine craftsman of words to boot. I highly recommend this
series.” —Robert Liparulo, bestselling author of Dreamhouse Kings and The 13th Tribe

The new resident in 221A Baker Street is about to give Sherlock Holmes a run for his magnifying glass!

When Griffin is sent to stay with his detective uncle at 221A Baker Street for the summer, he is certain that
his uncle must be the great Sherlock Holmes! But Griffin is disappointed to discover that Holmes lives at
221B Baker Street and his uncle lives unit 221A. His uncle is a detective, just not a very good one. But when
Griffin meets a woman with a case that Holmes has turned away for being too ridiculous, he and his uncle
team up to help her. Along the way, Griffin shows his uncle just what it means to have true faith in God,
even when the case challenges that.  The woman claims that her husband was eaten by the Loch Ness
Monster, but monsters aren’t real—or are they?

 

“The No Place Like Holmes books will capture you on first page and not let you go until the final fascinating
twist and turn. Jason Lethcoe is an excellent writer with the ability to craft a story that entertains all readers
(adults are welcome to take a peek!).” —Robert Whitlow, bestselling author of the Tides of Truth series
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Most helpful customer reviews

14 of 15 people found the following review helpful.
Great book for young readers!
By Cart
Now that a few of my children are reaching the older realm, I am always on the hunt for good and
wholesome books on a much higher level.
And let me tell you, it can be really hard.

It seems that anything written for modern day children has today's worldy junk in it. Negativity against
"annoying" siblings, name calling at school, etc. Not stuff I want my children reading on their own accord. I
have honestly found that to get the type of literature I want for them, I must search for old classics, or at least
find ones written today that tell a story from generations ago, such as taking place in the prairie days.
And it's alot easier finding those type of stories for girls.
Boys?
*crickets chirping*

So I must tell you how thrilled I was to find No Place Like Holmes by Jason Lethcoe for my book loving 8
year old son. It is written for ages 9-12, but he has absolutely no problem with devouring a book like this.

With short chapters, and just enough fun-loving suspense to keep their minds alert and guessing, it is such a
great and simple "mystery" for young boys.
I love the the way readers are kept engaged by giving various situations to solve, and decipher what might
happen next. There is even a recipe in the back, that I am just waiting for my son to beg to make, just
because "it's in the book". :o)

But my favorite part? Young Griffin shows total respect to his elders, and in fact everyone, even when he is
misunderstood and mistreated. He is polite, smart, and witty, and has a healthy curiosity. He trusts God, and
learns how faith and prayer can change any situation.

No Place Like Holmes is definitely a winner in both my book, and my sons! (And I know my daughter will
enjoy it as well once her brother lets her borrow it!) If you are looking for a quality book for your young boy,
I highly recommend it!

(I received this book from Thomas Nelson Publishers for purpose of review)

3 of 3 people found the following review helpful.
Delightful middle-grade read for kids who love mysterys!
By Amazon Customer
*I recieved an ARC of this book from Net-galley.*

If I was a kid I think I would have enjoyed this much more than I did. It's a cute book, but the description of
everything Griffin sees with his all-knowing detectives' eyes gets a little bit irritating. His uncle's an ass, as it
the obsession with beating Sherlock Holmes, but luckily towards the end of the book that gets dropped. I was
not a fan of the whole twee "I've got a robot butler named Watts and a Moriarty of my own" bit, but I doubt a
younger child would pick up on the similarity. I thought the steampunk elements seemed pretty forced, but
its big business these days so it's understandable.

This book was very well written, the mystery was engaging, and it was fun to `solve' it along with Griffin.
He's a good kid and a great role model. I especially liked the mini-mystery at the end of the books as I was a



huge fan of Encyclopedia Brown and the CLUE series as a kid so it was nice to see that the tradition lives on.
I would definitely give this book to a kid, as I think they would really enjoy it. Overall it was a great
children's book read!

*This is a Christian book. Griffin's father is an Especial minister, so there is some talk of praying and God.
It's not shown in a huge way, nor is it a really big plot point, but it is there.

1 of 1 people found the following review helpful.
Fantastic Holmes series for kids!
By In the Bookcase
This is definitely a book that kids will enjoy. It was written by an author with a whimsical imagination!
Griffin Sharpe is a young boy with acute deducting skills. He notices the finest details without trying. His
mind is always thinking about the situations at hand, and his story will keep curious readers busy trying to
catch all the details too.

Griffin is sent to London to visit his uncle, Rupert Snodgrass, who lives at 221A Baker Street (that is 221A,
not 221B, mind you). His uncle is a detective/inventor, who lives next door to the famed Sherlock Holmes.
And with the story set as is, a mysterious disappearance takes place, Moriarty enters the scene, and young
Master Sharpe has landed himself into his first true crime that will test his clever brain.

I found that the author did well in duplicating an inquisitively sharp mind like Holmes' and creating it in the
form of a young boy who is eager to discover more. There were parts of the story which I felt were a little
corny, or out of place, especially concerning some of the parts pertaining to Holmes and Watson, but it still
turned out fine. It was rather funny to compare all of Snodgrass's "inventions" (which he has crafted through
steam-power) to the authentic technology we have now. It did add an extra flair of fun to the story, that's for
sure. The fact that Rupert Snodgrass had built a robot (and actually named it dangerously close to a certain
assistant/sidekick) was a bit over the top for me, but, oh well.

In closing, I must mention that I was most impressed by the way that Lethcoe brought across Christianity and
prayer into an adventure story for kids. Well done!!

See all 86 customer reviews...
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Investing the leisure by reviewing No Place Like Holmes By Jason Lethcoe could supply such wonderful
experience even you are simply seating on your chair in the workplace or in your bed. It will certainly not
curse your time. This No Place Like Holmes By Jason Lethcoe will guide you to have more valuable time
while taking remainder. It is really satisfying when at the noon, with a cup of coffee or tea as well as a book
No Place Like Holmes By Jason Lethcoe in your gadget or computer system monitor. By taking pleasure in
the sights around, below you could begin reviewing.

About the Author
Jason Lethcoe has worked as a director, animator, and storyboard artist for the past 22 years. He is currently
employed at Sony Pictures Animation. His work has been included in such features as The Little Mermaid
and Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs. He is the recipient of several awards including the Chesley Award
for Best Cover Illustration - Paperback Book for his most recent series,The Mysterious Mr. Spines.
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